The disclosure discloses a personalized meta-search method, which comprises: preestablishing an interest database; searching a keyword; extracting a use log of the keyword from the interest database; preprocessing search results returned from a search engine; calculating, by using the use log, interests of the preprocessed search results and of Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) in the interest database corresponding to the searched keyword; ranking, based on calculated results, and displaying the preprocessed search results and the URLs; updating the interest database. An application terminal for personalized meta-search is also disclosed. The method and the application terminal enable users to obtain more targeted and more satisfactory search results, thereof improving user experience.
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101. preestablishing an interest database in a mobile terminal

102. displaying a search suggestion list by the mobile terminal when the user inputs the keyword

103. extracting a use log of the keyword to be searched by the mobile terminal

104. preprocessing search results by the mobile terminal

105. by using the use log, calculating interests of each URL associated with each keyword for the search results and the interest database

106. calculating the sum of the interests of each URL associated with multiple keywords, and ranking and displaying the URLs

107. updating the interest database
PERSONALIZED META-SEARCH METHOD AND APPLICATION TERMINAL THEREOF

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to a search engine optimization technique, particularly to a personalized meta-search method and an application terminal thereof.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With the continuous development of Internet technologies, search engines mostly tend to become more and more personalized and intellectualized. Basically, personalized search improves the search efficiency for a user by tracking and analyzing search behaviors of the user while intellectualized search mainly comprehends and analyzes information of search demands by a search engine, and utilizes the self-adaptive ability and the self-adjusting ability of the search engine to provide more satisfactory search results for the user. However, the existing search engines, which mainly apply a keyword as the retrieval basis, complete the retrieval process by retrieving a webpage indexing database and returning the results. This method has very apparent limitations. The keyword technique can hardly express the retrieval intention of the user clearly, and the search engines fail to better comprehend the input information of natural languages, e.g., if a user wants to learn the composition of the Android framework, the intention of the user cannot be expressed clearly even if “Android framework” or “framework composition” etc. is inputted. If the user inputs “composition of the Android framework” which clearly expresses, however, the search engine will only return related websites associated with such keyword as “Android”, “framework” or “composition” etc. On the other hand, typically, millions of documents will be returned by querying one or several simple keywords. In this case, the user can hardly find the necessary information which the user is interested in. In order to solve these limitations, currently there are extensive researches, one of which is meta-search engine. A meta-search engine, like a filter channel, takes the output results of independent search engines as input, rearranges the output results by meta-search techniques such as integration, invocation, control and optimization etc., and presents the final results to the user to provide a real-time response for the user.

[0003] At present, personalized search services based on the interest of the user have not been realized in the field of mobile terminals. Taking the open-source mobile phone operation system Android platform issued by Google as an example, searching is basically realized by directly invoking the search engine in the browser. In order to facilitate searching, the search suggestion technique of Google is used largely, which mainly provides the most popular correlated search suggestions, as well as the history search suggestions etc. queried by the user. However, personalized search schemes has not been realized based on the characteristics that a mobile terminal is used by a specific user generally, and that a great amount of data which the user is interested in is included in each mobile terminal.

SUMMARY

[0004] In view of this, the main objective of the disclosure is to provide a personalized meta-search method and an application terminal thereof, thus the arranged, searched and obtained results are more targeted, and the needs of users can be met better.

[0005] In order to achieve the objective above, the technical solution of the disclosure is realized as follows.

[0006] The disclosure provides a personalized meta-search method, which comprises:

[0007] preestablishing an interest database, and further comprising:

[0008] searching a keyword;

[0009] extracting a use log of the keyword from the interest database;

[0010] preprocessing search results returned from a search engine;

[0011] calculating, by using the use log, interests of the preprocessed search results and of Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) in the interest database corresponding to the searched keyword;

[0012] ranking, based on calculated results, and displaying the preprocessed search results and the URLs; and

[0013] updating the interest database.

[0014] The method may further comprise: before searching the keyword, when a user inputs the keyword, obtaining, by using an interest database, and presenting a ranked search suggestion list to the user.

[0015] The preestablishing the interest database may comprise: establishing the interest database based on interest information inputted by the user and in connection with searched out related URLs.

[0016] The interest database may comprise: an interest list and a use log list, wherein

[0017] the interest list comprises: the keyword, the URLs associated with the keyword, and interests corresponding to the URLs;

[0018] the use log list comprises: a user identity, the keyword, the URLs associated with the keyword, dates on which the URLs are used, start time and end time associated with opening of the URLs.

[0019] Parameters for interest calculation may comprise at least one of:

[0020] inclusion of the searched keyword in keywords associated with the URLs;

[0021] location of the searched keyword in link of the URLs;

[0022] history times of clicking the URLs by users; history time periods for browsing the URLs by users; and

[0023] history clicking sequence of the URLs by users.

[0024] The updating the interest database may comprise at least one of: performing the ranking based on the calculated interests, selecting at least one keyword with a highest similarity to store the keyword and its URLs and interest in the interest database, and updating data in the use log according to operations of the user.

[0025] The disclosure further provides an application terminal for personalized meta-search, which comprises: a search processing unit, an interest database unit, an interface unit, an interest database initial setting unit, wherein the search processing unit is configured to extract a use log of a searched keyword from the interest database unit, to obtain search results from the interface unit and perform preprocessing, to calculate interests of the preprocessed search results and of the extracted URLs in the interest database corresponding to the searched keyword by using the use log, and to
rank, based on the calculated results, and display the preprocessed search results and the extracted URLs;

[0026] the interest database unit is configured to store the use log and personal interest information of users, and URLs and interests to which the personal interest information is mapped, and to be updatable by the search processing unit;

[0027] the interface unit is configured to provide the search processing unit with an interface for connecting to a search engine and obtaining search results; and

[0028] the interest database initial setting unit is configured to store interest database information into the interest database unit.

[0029] The search processing unit may be further configured to obtain, by using data in the interest database, and display a ranked search suggestion list to the user, when the user inputs the keyword.

[0030] The interest database unit may further comprise: an interest list sub-unit and a use log sub-unit, wherein

[0031] the interest list sub-unit is configured to store personal interest information and URLs and interests to which the personal interest information is mapped and to be updatable by the search processing unit; and

[0032] the use log sub-unit is configured to store user identity, the keyword, the URLs associated with the keyword, dates on which the URLs are used, start time and end time associated with opening of the URLs.

[0033] Parameters for calculating the interests by the search processing unit may comprise at least one of:

[0034] inclusion of the searched keyword in keywords associated with the URLs;

[0035] location of the searched keyword in link of the URLs;

[0036] history times of clicking the URLs by users; history time periods for browsing the URLs by users; and

[0037] history clicking sequence of the URLs by users.

[0038] The method and application terminal thereof in the disclosure are able to search a keyword; extract a use log of the keyword from the interest database; preprocess search results returned from a search engine; calculate, by using the use log, interests of the preprocessed search results and of Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) in the interest database corresponding to the searched keyword; rank, based on calculated results, and display the preprocessed search results and the URLs; and update the interest database; thus enabling users to obtain more targeted and more satisfactory search results, and improve user experience.

[0039] For an Android platform, a convenient application interface is provided to facilitate third party software developers to integrate their personalized search with other application programs, thus providing maximum convenience for this disclosure to realize personalized suggestion services and personalized output search results.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0040] FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a personalized meta-search method for a mobile terminal in the disclosure; and

[0041] FIG. 2 is a structural diagram illustrating an application terminal for personalized meta-search in the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0042] The basic idea of the disclosure is as follows: pre-establishing an interest database; searching a keyword; extracting a use log of the keyword from the interest database; preprocessing search results returned from a search engine; by using the use log, calculating interests of the preprocessed search results and of Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) in the interest database corresponding to the searched keyword; ranking, based on calculated results, and displaying the preprocessed search results and the URLs; updating the interest database.

[0043] The technical solution of the disclosure is described below with reference to the drawings and embodiments in details.

[0044] FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a personalized meta-search method for a mobile terminal in the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 1, the personalized meta-search method specifically comprises the following steps.

[0045] Step 101: pre-establishing an interest database in a mobile terminal;

[0046] specifically, one mobile terminal is used by a specific user generally. Therefore, the user can establish the interest database in the mobile terminal. The establishment of the interest database specifically comprises the following steps:

[0047] Step 101a: inputting personal interest information by the user;

[0048] specifically, the user inputs the personal interest information via a human-machine interface. The personal interest information comprises: information which the user is interested in such as the job title of the user, nature of work, interest and hobbies etc.;

[0049] Step 101b: returning related URL(s) by a search engine based on the inputting of the user;

[0050] specifically, each time when the user inputs the personal interest information, the keyword is searched on a search engine of a search interface provided by an operation system of the mobile terminal, e.g., the URL containing the keyword are acquired from the Google search by an interface provided by an Android system;

[0051] Step 101c: storing one or more searched URLs, interest information and a mapping relationship thereof in the interest database.

[0052] Specifically, based on the sequence of the URLs returned by the search engine, a certain amount of the URLs can be selected and stored contents associated with the inputted keyword. Preferably, one or more URLs which the user is interested in can be selected by the user and stored as the contents associated with the keyword. The URLs stored in the interest database are stored in an interest list as an Integrated Data Base (IDB) structure by means of mapping list, e.g., the IDB structure is about the mapping relationship of the keyword and the URLs. In the interest list, the corresponding relationship of the keyword and the URLs can be as follows: one keyword corresponds to one URL, or one keyword corresponds to a plurality of URLs, or a plurality of URLs corresponds to one keyword, or a plurality of keywords corresponds to a plurality of URLs. At the same time, interest parameters are stored in each URL associated with each keyword. In the initial conditions, default interests are 0. The interests can be updated based on search habits of the user.

[0053] Further, the interest database also comprises a use log list, in which use data of the user is stored, and the use log list specifically comprises: date on which the user clicks the
URLs associated with each keyword, start time associated with opening the link, end time associated with closing the link, and interests.

[0054] Further, the interest list in the interest database established by the user initially has the highest priority in the search method of the disclosure, and is stored in the interest database all the same unless the user intentionally modifies the interest list.

[0055] Step 102: when the user inputs the keyword, the mobile terminal obtains data of the interest list from the interest database through an interface provided by an operation system, obtains and presents a ranked search suggestion list to the user.

[0056] specifically, when the user inputs the keyword to be searched through a human-machine interface, the mobile terminal matches the inputted keyword based on information stored in the interest list in the interest database, and obtains one or more keywords or key terms which are the most relevant. The higher the sum of the interests of a plurality of URLs associated with each keyword or each key term is, the higher the sequence recommended in the search suggestion list is. Table 1 is an interest list corresponding to a keyword and URLs stored in an interest database of the disclosure. As shown in Table 1, the sum of the interests of keyword1 is 10; the sum of the interests of keyword2 is 9; the sum of the interests of keyword3 is 7; and the sum of the interests of keyword4 is 9. In this case, a ranked search suggestion list is: keyword1, keyword2, keyword4, and keyword3. What needs to be explained is that the interest in Table 1 is accumulated and obtained after being used for a period of time by the user. The specific interest calculation method is described in details in subsequent steps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>keyword1</th>
<th>keyword2</th>
<th>keyword3</th>
<th>keyword4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>URL1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0057] Further, since a plurality of keywords or key terms may be matched to the inputted keyword, the number of the keywords displayed and recommended in the search suggestion list can be set flexibly based on the display performance of the mobile terminal or the habits of the user.

[0058] Step 103: once searching, the mobile terminal extracts a use log of the keyword based on the keyword which are confirmed to be searched;

[0059] specifically, after inputting the keyword to be searched, the user performs searching, and besides searching, the user further needs to, based on the keyword, extract the use log of the keyword stored in the interest database. The extracted contents may comprise: the user ID, the URLs, date, start time, end time, the keyword and interests.

[0060] Step 104: after the searching, the mobile terminal obtains search results returned by the search engine and preprocesses the returned results;

[0061] specifically, the results returned by the search engine comprise: the user ID, the keyword, titles, the URLs and snippets, wherein the titles refer to titles of the contents of the URLs returned after searching; the snippets are abbreviated abstracts of the contents of the URLs returned after searching. The preprocessing comprises: words cutting, words segmentation, and removal of stop words to express the titles and the snippets as sets of words.

[0062] Step 105: by using the use log, the mobile terminal calculates the returned and preprocessed search results and the URLs associated with the searched keyword in the interest database, and obtains an interest I (URLi, keywordj) of each URL associated with the keyword;

[0063] specifically, the calculation procedure comprises the following steps:

[0064] Step 105a: calculating based on the situation whether or not keywords associated with the URLi contain the searched keyword;

[0065] specifically, a parameter δ is used in the disclosure for measurement. For the URLi, if the keywordj contains the searched keyword, then Ii (URLi, keywordj)=δ; otherwise, Ii (URLi, keywordj)=0.

[0066] Step 105b: calculating based on the situation whether or not the title, and/or snippet of the URLi can contain the searched keyword;

[0067] specifically, the disclosure uses parameters ζ and η to measure the importance. For the URLi, if the title (or snippet) contains the searched keyword, Ii (URLi, keywordj)=−ζ (or η); otherwise, Ii (URLi, keywordj)=0.

[0068] Step 105c: calculating based on the history times of clicking the URLs by users;

[0069] specifically, the more the URLi is clicked by the user, the higher the interest is. The times of clicking the URLs can be obtained based on the start time in the use log. The disclosure uses a parameter α to measure the clicking, e.g., if the URLi is clicked by the user for 5 times, then the interest is 5α. For the keywordj, if the times of clicking the URLi is n which is an integer, then Ii (URLi, keywordj)=nα; otherwise, Ii (URLi, keywordj)=0.

[0070] Step 105d: calculating based on the history time periods for browsing the URLs;

[0071] specifically, a parameter β is used in the disclosure to measure the time similarly. The longer the URLi is browsed by the user, the higher the interest is. The browsing time periods can be obtained through the start time and the end time in the use log. For the keywordj, if the time for browsing the URLi by the user is m sec, then Ii (URLi, keywordj)=mα; otherwise, Ii (URLi, keywordj)=0.

[0072] Step 105e: calculating based on the clicking sequence of the URLs by users;

[0073] specifically, for those identical keywords, the user will be interested in website a, and then website b and finally website c. The interest of website a should be higher than that of website b, and the interest of website b should be higher than that of website c. An attenuation factor γ is used in the disclosure. For the keywordj, URLa→URLb→URLc, then I (URLa, keywordj)= γ1 (URLa, keywordj); I (URLb, keyword) = γ2 (URLb, keywordj).

[0074] What needs to be further explained is that the interest I (URLi, keywordj) is the sum of I1, I2, I3, and I4 in steps 105a to 105d, i.e., I (URLi, keywordj)=I1+I2+I3+I4, and I1 is optionally used to improve the interest, wherein the value of each parameter is not limited to a specific one and belongs to [0, 1]. More importantly, δ, ζ, η, γ1, γ2, γ3, γ4 will be seen from this that the situation that the keywords associated with the URLi contain the searched keyword has the greatest weight, and the situation that the title URLi contains the searched keyword has the second greatest weight, and the situation that the title URLi contains the searched keyword has the least weight.
[0075] Step 106: calculating the sum of the interests of each URL associated with multiple keywords which are most correlated, ranking and displaying the URLs;

[0076] Step 107: updating the interest database.

[0077] Specifically, since the structure of the interest list is a collection of keywords, URLs and interests, the interest list can be updated directly, based on the following specific method: performing the ranking based on the interests, selecting at least one keyword with a highest similarity to store the keyword and its URLs and interests in the interest list. The number of the selected keyword with the highest similarity can be set by the user based on personal use habits in combination with the performance of the mobile terminal. After the user completes operations such as clicking etc., the data in the use log list is updated based on the current operation of the user. The interest database is updated after each use to continually update and increase the data quantity in the interest database, thus the subsequent search results are more accurate and the recommended ranking can better meet the interest of the user.

[0078] Further, the calculation procedure in steps 105 to 106 will be described based on the specific examples in Table 2 to Table 6.

[0079] Firstly, the user inputs "mp3" in the human-machine interface to search, the keyword combinations related to mp3 in the interest list in the interest database comprise: (Zhang Xueyou mp3, URL1); (Wang Fei mp3, URL2), and results returned from the search interface such as (Baidu mp3, URL3); (Sogou Music, URL4). Provided that, the sequence of the keyword is (Zhang Xueyou mp3, Wang Fei mp3, Baidu mp3, Sogou Music);

[0080] corresponding to step 105a, when δ = 0.9, since the first three keywords comprise “mp3”, the calculated results are shown in Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhang Xueyou mp3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0081] Corresponding to step 105b, provided that the title of the URL2 contains the keyword “Wang Fei, mp3” and the snippet of URL3 contains the keywords “Baidu mp3” and “Wang Fei mp3”, when ξ = 0.6, the value η = 0.4, the calculated results are shown in Table 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhang Xueyou mp3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0082] Corresponding to step 105c, provided that the times of clicking the URL1 by the user may be 2, the times of clicking the URL2 may be 3, the times of clicking the URL3 may be 1, and the times of clicking the URL4 may be 1, when α = 0.2, the calculated results are shown in Table 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhang Xueyou mp3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0083] Corresponding to step 105d, provided that the time periods for browsing the URL1 may be 10 seconds, the time periods for browsing the URL2 may be 5 seconds, the time periods for browsing the URL3 may be 3 seconds, the time periods for browsing the URL4 may be 1 second, when 13 = 0.02, the calculated results are shown in Table 5:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhang Xueyou mp3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0084] Finally, regarding the related keywords of each URL, the calculated results are shown in Table 6:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhang Xueyou mp3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0085] What needs to be explained is that this example does not perform the calculation based on the user clicking sequence of the URLs in step 105e. During actual applications, the interest can be calculated based on one method in steps 105a to 105e, or combinations of several methods in steps 105a to 105e based on actual conditions and needs of the user.

[0086] Corresponding to step 106, the interest of the keywords associated with the URL1 is 3.3; the interest of the keywords associated with the URL2 is 4.3; the interest of the keywords associated with the URL3 is 2.74, and the interest
of the keywords associated with the URL is 0.88. Therefore, the ranked result is: the URL2, the URL1, the URL3, and the URL4.

[0087] FIG. 2 is a structural diagram illustrating an application terminal for personalized meta-search in the disclosure. As shown in FIG. 2, generally, the application terminal is a personal mobile terminal, and comprises: a search processing unit 21, an interest database unit 22 and an interface unit 23;

[0088] the search processing unit 21 is configured to extract a use log from the interest database unit 22, to obtain search results from the interface unit 23 and perform preprocessing, to calculate interests of the preprocessed search results and of the extracted URLs associated with the searched keyword in the interest database unit 22 by using the use log, to rank, based on the calculated results, and display the preprocessed search results and the extracted URLs; and to update the interest database unit 22;

[0089] specifically, after inputting the keyword to be searched, the user performs the searching. Besides the searching, the search processing unit 21 further needs to, based on the keyword, extract the use log of the keyword stored in the interest database unit 22. The extracted contents comprise: a user ID, the URL's, date, start time, end time, the keyword and interests. The search results comprise: the user ID, the keyword, titles, the URL's, and snippets; wherein the titles refer to titles of the contents of the URLs returned after searching; the snippets are abbreviated abstracts of the contents of the URL's returned after searching. The preprocessing comprises: words cutting, words segmentation, and removal of stop words to express the titles and the snippet ses sets of words. The interest calculation method is as described in steps 105a to 105e.

[0090] The calculation is performed based on at least one of the following conditions first: inclusion of the searched keyword in keywords associated with the URL's; location of the searched keyword in link of the URL's; history times of clicking the URL's by users; history time periods for browsing the URL's by users; and history clicking sequence of the URL's by users. Subsequently, the sum of the interests of each URL associated with multiple keywords which are most correlated is calculated; the URL's are ranked and displayed.

[0091] The interest database unit 22 is configured to store the use log and personal interest information of users, and URL's and interests to which the personal interest information is mapped, and to be updated by the search processing unit 21.

[0092] The interface unit 23 is configured to provide the search processing unit 21 with an interface for connecting a search engine and obtaining search results.

[0093] Specifically, the interface unit 23 provides an interface of a search engine on the Internet for the search processing unit 21, thus the search processing unit 21 is able to obtain the search results, calculate the interests and perform the ranking, e.g., the Google search interface provided by the Android system in the mobile terminal. The disclosure is not limited to use the Android system, all system platforms capable of providing search engine interfaces can be applied in the disclosure.

[0094] Further, the application terminal comprises: an interest database initial setting unit 24;

[0095] Specifically, the user inputs the personal interest information via a human-machine interface. The personal interest information comprises: information which the user is interested in such as the job title of the user, nature of work, interest and hobbies etc. Each time when the user inputs the personal interest information, the keyword is searched on a search engine in the interface unit 23 on the Internet. For the data stored in the interest database unit 22, based on the sequence of the URL's returned by the search engine, a certain amount of the URL's can be selected and stored contents correlated to the inputted keyword. Preferably, one or more URL's which the user is interested in can be selected by the user and stored as the contents correlated to the inputted keyword.

[0096] Further, the search processing unit 21 is further configured to obtain, by using data in the interest database, and display a ranked search suggestion list to the user, when the user inputs the keyword.

[0097] Specifically, when the user inputs the keyword to be searched through a human-machine interface, the search processing unit 21 in the mobile terminal matches the inputted keyword based on information stored in the interest database unit 22, and obtains one or more keywords or key terms which are the most relevant. The higher the sum of the interests of a plurality of URL's associated with each keyword or each key term is, the higher the sequence recommended in the search suggestion list is. Since a plurality of keywords or key terms may be matched to the inputted keyword, the number of keywords displayed and recommended in the search suggestion list can be set flexibly based on the display performance of the mobile terminal or the habits of the user.

[0098] Further, the interest database unit 22 further comprises: an interest list sub-unit 221 and a use log sub-unit 222;

[0099] the interest list sub-unit 221 is configured to store personal interest information and URL's and interests to which the personal interest information is mapped, and to be updated by the search processing unit 21;

[0100] specifically, since the structure of the interest list is a collection of keywords, URL's and interests, the interest list can be updated directly, based on the following specific method: performing the ranking based on the interests, selecting at least one keyword with a highest similarity to store the keyword and its URL's and interests in the interest list. The number of the selected keyword with the highest similarity can be set by the user based on personal use habits in combination with the performance of the mobile terminal.

[0101] The use log sub-unit 222 is configured to store a user ID, the keyword, the URL's associated with the keyword, dates on which the URL's are used, start time and end time associated with opening of the URL's.

[0102] Specifically, after the user completes operations such as clicking etc, the data in the use log list is updated based on the current operation of the user. The interest database is updated after each use to continually update and increase the data quantity in the interest database, thus the subsequent search results are more accurate and the recommended ranking can better meet the interest of the user.

[0103] To sum up, the disclosure is applicable to mobile terminals which are more user-targeted and can be realized on the mobile terminals with operation systems which provide external interfaces for connecting Internet search engines. A preferred scheme is to use mobile terminals of the Android system.
The above are only the preferred embodiments of the disclosure and not intended to limit the scope of protection of the disclosure, and any modifications, equivalent replacements, improvements and the like within the spirit and principle of the invention shall fall within the scope of protection of the disclosure.

What is claimed is:

1. A personalized meta-search method, comprising: preestablishing an interest database, and further comprising:
   - searching a keyword;
   - extracting a use log of the keyword from the interest database;
   - preprocessing search results returned from a search engine; calculating, by using the use log, interests of the preprocessed search results and of Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) in the interest database corresponding to the searched keyword;
   - ranking, based on calculated results, and displaying the preprocessed search results and the URLs; and
   - updating the interest database.
2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: before searching the keyword, when a user inputs the keyword, obtaining, by using an interest database, and presenting a ranked search suggestion list to the user.
3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the preestablishing the interest database comprises: establishing the interest database based on interest information inputted by the user in connection with searched out related URLs.
4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the interest database comprises: an interest list and a use log list, wherein the interest list comprises: the keyword, the URLs associated with the keyword, and interests corresponding to the URLs:
   - the use log list comprises: a user identity, the keyword, the URLs associated with the keyword, dates on which the URLs are used, start time and end time associated with opening of the URLs.
5. The method according to claim 1, wherein parameters for interest calculation comprise at least one of:
   - inclusion of the searched keyword in keywords associated with the URLs;
   - location of the searched keyword in link of the URLs;
   - history times of clicking the URLs by users; and
   - history clicking sequence of the URLs by users.
6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the updating the interest database comprises at least one of: performing the ranking based on the calculated interests, selecting at least one keyword with a highest similarity to store the keyword and its URLs and interest in the interest database, and updating data in the use log according to operations of the user.
7. An application terminal for personalized meta-search, comprising: a search processing unit, an interest database unit, an interface unit, and an interest database initial setting unit; wherein the search processing unit is configured to extract a use log of a searched keyword from the interest database unit, to obtain search results from the interface unit and perform preprocessing, to calculate interests of the preprocessed search results and of the extracted URLs in the interest database corresponding to the searched keyword by using the use log, and to rank, based on the calculated results, and display the preprocessed search results and the extracted URLs;
   - the interest database unit is configured to store the use log and personal interest information of users, and URLs and interests to which the personal interest information is mapped, and to be updatable by the search processing unit;
   - the interface unit is configured to provide the search processing unit with an interface for connecting to a search engine and obtaining search results; and
   - the interest database initial setting unit is configured to store interest database information into the interest database unit.
8. The application terminal according to claim 7, wherein the search processing unit is further configured to obtain, by using data in the interest database, and display a ranked search suggestion list to the user, when the user inputs the keyword.
9. The application terminal according to claim 7, wherein the interest database unit further comprises: an interest list sub-unit and a use log sub-unit; wherein the interest list sub-unit is configured to store personal interest information and URLs and interests to which the personal interest information is mapped and to be updatable by the search processing unit; and
   - the use log sub-unit is configured to store a user identity, the keyword, the URLs associated with the keyword, dates on which the URLs are used, start time and end time associated with opening of the URLs.
10. The application terminal according to claim 7, wherein parameters for calculating the interests by the search processing unit comprise at least one of:
   - inclusion of the searched keyword in keywords associated with the URLs;
   - location of the searched keyword in link of the URLs;
   - history times of clicking the URLs by users; and
   - history clicking sequence of the URLs by users.
11. The method according to claim 2, wherein the preestablishing the interest database comprises: establishing the interest database based on interest information inputted by the user in connection with searched out related URLs.
12. The method according to claim 2, wherein the interest database comprises: an interest list and a use log list, wherein the interest list comprises: the keyword, the URLs associated with the keyword, and interests corresponding to the URLs:
   - the use log list comprises: a user identity, the keyword, the URLs associated with the keyword, dates on which the URLs are used, start time and end time associated with opening of the URLs.
13. The method according to claim 2, wherein parameters for interest calculation comprise at least one of:
   - inclusion of the searched keyword in keywords associated with the URLs;
   - location of the searched keyword in link of the URLs;
   - history times of clicking the URLs by users; and
   - history clicking sequence of the URLs by users.
14. The method according to claim 2, wherein the updating the interest database comprises at least one of: performing the ranking based on the calculated interests, selecting at least one keyword with a highest similarity to store the keyword.
and its URLs and interest in the interest database, and updating data in the use log according to operations of the user.

15. The application terminal according to claim 8, wherein the interest database unit further comprises: an interest list sub-unit and a use log sub-unit; wherein

the interest list sub-unit is configured to store personal interest information and URLs and interests to which the personal interest information is mapped and to be updatable by the search processing unit; and

the use log sub-unit is configured to store a user identity, the keyword, the URLs associated with the keyword, dates on which the URLs are used, start time and end time associated with opening of the URLs.

16. The application terminal according to claim 8, wherein parameters for calculating the interests by the search processing unit comprise at least one of:

inclusion of the searched keyword in keywords associated with the URLs;
location of the searched keyword in link of the URLs;
history times of clicking the URLs by users; history time periods for browsing the URLs by users; and
history clicking sequence of the URLs by users.

* * * * *